HOW TO REWRITE ARTICLES FAST
One strategy I use to rewrite content quickly is to cut and paste it onto the same Word document I'm using to write the
new article. This allows.

I sent them an article I liked and asked them to rewrite it. Use with caution. Start at 10, feet and go down Too
often, we start picking apart our writing at the sentence or word level. Write a rough draft: This is a brief
summary of your article so you can see its future construction. Then, begin your rewrite with the big picture.
Readers will stick with you longer and find your piece more interesting. Then, do a quick pass through your
piece in editing to hunt and remove most of the instances. Do they convey the tone you wanted? Inject
personality Your final stop in a good rewrite is to look at your word choices, especially the adjectives.
Thankfully I had someone in my life with ample time on their hands that wanted to practice article writing as a
hobby. The best thing to do is read a paragraph first, then write an paragraph in your own words from memory
without referring to the content again. Great quotes are short and punchy, not long and blather-y. Analyze your
sentence-construction habits. Writers with advanced degrees often need retraining on this, but writing for pay
usually requires you keep it succinct. Yeah, me too. A good article must be able to connect with its target
reader and convey the message it wants to relay easily. You can do this. The most common is words.
Especially if you write for publications, efficient writing will be key to earning well. For starters, here are four
types of articles that you can choose from: Argument: an article which tries to convince someone about
something Explanation: sorts out facts and tries to tell the reader why and how something happened
Definition: explains what a concept means Description: points out the quality and characteristics of things
Read the article that you will rewrite and read it again. Strive to speed up your writing process to improve
your hourly rate. Let your own voice be heard.

